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Disco cover-band"TheTravoltas" dish-out fun, retro-style
exception of Coolio's "1-2-3-4").
This isn't necessarily bad but after
their second set 1 had reached my
disco saturation limit. The band
was tight throughout, played with
zeal, and incorporated some kitschy
dance moves into their performance.
Their second set was noticeably
more energetic. The lead singer's
(Twisted Zipper) vocals were adequate, but nothing extraordinary.
The 90s resurgence of all tilings
70s is the obvious reason for this
popular band's inception. All of
those boogie tunes were played:
"We Are Family," "Macho Man,"
"Stayin' Alive," "Kung Fu Fighting,"
"YMCA" (you get the idea). My personal favourites were renditions of
Freak,"
"Le
"Superfreak,"
"Rasputin" and "Ring My Bell" (surprisingly with a strong slap bass

MARK GRAUSAM
Cord Entertainment

Yes folks, the disco balls were in full
effect at the Turret last Saturday
night! A full crowd showed up on
this very frigid evening to see The
Travoltas boogie down. The crowd
was primed for a relro-night with a
large number donning polyester
and other fashion atrocities of

yester-year.
The 7-piece band hit the stage
shortly after 10:30pm with "Disco
Inferno." Lots of frosh were in
attendance and they were surprisingly more enthusiastic about the
disco-mania than their older peers.
The Travoltas (in afros, polyester, glitter dresses and chains)

covered a large chunk of old-school
classics. The evening was for the
most part predictable (with the

line).

What the ?!?

Manilow's

Barry

"Copacabana" included a short
'Lola' dance.
During the intermission, some
lucky disco mama beat out a number of other contestants for the best
prize costume and received a number of baseball caps(!) along with
oilier prizes.
Some of the songs were definitely cringe-inducing (with no disrespect to the band's musicianship). I
can't stand "Macho Man,"
"Celebration," "You Make Me Feel
Like Dancin'" and other assorted
musical mishaps of the past. A couple of ABBA songs were played to
the roar of all of the disco acolytes
in attendance.
If you dig a fun, campy evening
with lots of hard-core disco, check
out The Travoltas in the future. Get
Down On It!
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NEWS

WLU's Ancillary services
manages more profits
KATHERINE HARDING
Cord News
By the conclusion of I aurier's fiscal
year on April 30, 1997, Ancillary
Services may potentially amass a
surplus of $300,000, surpassing
their original projections by
$100,000.
Before 1996, Ancillary Services
operated as non-profit component
of the University's budget. However,
due to recent funding cutbacks from
the province, Laurier's 1996-97
General Operating Budget approved
collecting profits from from
Ancillary Services.
Ancillary Services, which currently operates on all million dollar budget, must raise $200.0(X) this
year, $300,000 in 1997-98, and
*$400,000 the following year. The
Ancillary Services portfolio encompasses Housing and Residences,
food Services, VVLU Bookstore,
Purple and Gold, Conference Centre,
Parking Services and a Liquor
Licence and Vendor Administration.
Joel Lynn, Wilfrid Laurier
University Students' President lcels
the unforecasted surplus is a "problem." Lynn commented, "the
increased cost of living for students',
will make it difficult for many to go
to school." He added, "every student
has something at stake on this issue
because Ancillary Services should
be run on behalf of the student."
Lynn stilted that while most stu-

dents are mainly concerned with
rising tuition fees, "an issue like this
needs to be isolated, because attention has to paid to the other escalating costs of going to university."
1 le is most apprehensive of the
potential for decreased "accountability to the students Iby Ancillary
Services and] how the surplus v\ill
be spent," because of their new
mandate to accumulate profit revenue.
Laurier's Residence Handbook
states that, "Students have the right
to expect a regionally competitive
price on housing and/or Food
Sei-vices." However, Devin Grady, a
first year student wonders just how
competitive Ancillary Services really
is when he has to pay $3.55 for a
chicken burger in the cafeteria.
Grady commented, "they have a
monopoly on us because we have to
spend our money there," and added
"our meal card is basically a blank
check for them to charge whatever
they want." Grady remarked that,
"students take: it for granted that the
University Is always looking out for
our best interests." He acknowledged that he is aware that, "the
university has had to tighten their
belt, but so do students" and added,
"competitive pricing is only fair."
1 lowever, Cliff Bilyca, Director of
Ancillary Services does not attribute
the excess surplus to profits collected from food services. Bilyea

PHOT :

MARION

HENSL

Laurier's Ancillary Services provides students with everything from a room in Bricker Residence to
a chicken burger. How much money they make doing it has become the object of debate.
remarked most of their food venues
have "street prices" and that it is a,
"challenge to break even in the food
service operation."
Instead, Bilyea attributed the
extra surplus profit to a combination of an unforeseen increase in
residence occupancy, a decrease in

Bouckaert's mortgage rate combined with money raised from Hotel
Laurier and other business ventures. Bilyea remarked, "most universities arc expecting conuibutions
from their Ancillary Services" and
added "it has become a challenge of
Ancillary Services to still provide

services at a competitive price"
He stated they, "have improved
their bottom line by making money
not on students but on operations."
Bilyea conceded that while some
fees have risen, "prices haven't driven students away." and cited largo
residence waiting lists as evidence.

Culture Shock
ERIC HENRY
Cord News Commentary

I had a strange dream last night.
My pet rabbit ('.lark was decked
out like Rambo. In one paw he
clutched a shotgun, and in the other
an assault ride. Various grenades,
sidearms and rounds of ammunition
were clipped to his unusually robust
body. With gritted teeth he was
annihilating bad guys with his multitudinous weapons.
Clark was shouting something
over the roar of battle. I couldn't
hear until there was a short pause
in the explosions. "You must lead
us!" 1 le spitted the phrase out like a
curse while strangling a particularly
vicious gopher. I'm telling you, this
was a strange dream.
litter on, while watching Rosie
O'Donnell, dressed in a housecoat

and opening my first beer, I had
time to mull over the true meaning
of this dream. Was Clark, an otherwise benign member of the animal
kingdom, attempting to give me a
new vision? Could strangling a
gopher who had gone bad really
solve tine world's problems?
It all takes me back to yet another eloquent anthropology lecture.
I low does one define oneself in relation to others? The ties we form arc
often considered biological, in that
we exist in relation to our blood relatives. But I feel that our relationships are culturally constructed. We
define ourselves bv our social relationships to others.
Doubtless Clark would be shaking his furry head and asking,
"What does it all mean?" So I switch
to hard liquor and explain that the

biological concept of family is too
constraining. Often as children, our
parents tell us to use the term

obviously

"uncle" or "aunt" with regards to
their close friends it is generally
regarded as a great honour if your

H
~*~"a
**-*

best friend's kids call you "Uncle
Eric." Not that I have any friends ...
who have kids, anyway.
Even in our culture, the concept
of family can be expanded to include
those who are not related to us by
blood. Some people see themselves
as parents to their pets. These relationships are cultural, not biological,

-

And if Jill of this is tme, at a time
when most of us are so far away
from parents and siblings, can we
not create families here? I can
establish "blood" relations with all
my friends at university, and indeed
all Laurier students. The university
is a family, with the students as one
generation, and the staff and faculty
as another, older one . . but not
necessarily wiser.
So as I settled in for yet another
.

Another reward
of higher

education...

Get $750 towards the purchase or lease of any new GM vehicle.

high-strung episode of Columbo (I
believe it was "Recipe for Murder")
my strange dream began to make a
great deal of sense. Although I am
by no means a threat to the tenacious leadership of Joel Lynn, I can,
in some small way, make my mark
here. The university is as much my
home as the house where 1 lived
through high school. And the
metaphor of blood, one that figured
so greatly in my dream, is an antiquated way of defining who 1 am
related to.
On the television screen the
dopey sergeant says, "Looks like a
robbery to me." And Columbo
replies, "He wasn't robbed. I lis wallet is full. That bothers me."
Everywhere you look til ere are hidden meanings. You just have to find
them.
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newsbites
Students'
Union and
WLUSP

promote the election, Temclini was
hired earlier than previous Chief
Returning Officers.
Hired by a selection committee
including the presidents of both the
Students' Union and Student
Publications, the Chief Returning
Officer is in charge of administering
and running the election.
Nominations for candidates are
open from Wednesday January 15
to noon on the 29th. Voting will take
place on February 12.
Look for more election coverage
in upcoming issues ofthe Cord.

Elections
officer hired
WENDY MILLIKEN
Cord Newsbite
Greg Temelini, Laurier's Chief
Returning Officer for this year's
Students' Union and Student
Publication elections, is optimistic
about the outlook of student pailicipation in die upcoming election.
Temelini says that he hiis already
heard some students express interest in running, however, he plans to
generate even more interest by
going to first year classes and talking about the election.
By using an aggressive approach
Temelini hopes to reach at least
reach the average voter turnout of
thirty to forty percent of the students.
In order to give him more time to

Develop your

self-confidence
GLADYS BRUBACHER
Cord newsbite

A six week Communication Skills
Workshop begins Tuesday, January
21, and runs from 4:30-6:30 p.m.
Participants will learn to express
their thoughts, feelings, and concerns effectively in interpersonal situations. For information and registration, call Gladys at ext. 2338, or

Legal
Resources

drop in to Counselling Services,
Upper floor, Student Services Centre.

Stuart Wong
steps down
STEPHEN WILLIAMS

erful film deals widi the eco-destruction of the Ogoniland in the Niger
Delta by oil companies such as Shell
Oil and dictator General Sani
Abacha.
The film will be shown at the
University of Waterloo's Davis
Centre, Room 1302 at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday January 15, and is
being held in conjunction with the U
ofWsWPIRG.

Cord newsbite

As the student union elections
approach, the Elections' council
finds itself without the services of
Stuart Wong. Wong has decided to
step down from his post on the
council to pursue the position of
Student Union President. The spot
vacated by Wong has been filled by
Michelle Graham; effective immediately. The duties of an election council member include overseeing the
poster policy, Issuing of fines, and
ensuring the integrity of the elections is maintained. Wong cited an
obvious conflict of interest as his
reason for stepping down.

Ewiro Club
presents
Delta Force
RON WELKER

Cord Newsbite
Wilfrid Laurier University's
Environmental Club invites all students, faculty, and staff who are
interested in environmental issues
and human lights causes to its second showing of the film Delta Force.
The thought-provoking and pow-

New suspect
arrested in

sexual
assualt case
STEPHEN WILLIAMS
Cord newsbite

Waterloo Regional police have
arrested a second suspect in the
Waterloo Park assaults. Walter
Sanchez, 20, of Kitchener has been
charged with seven counts of sexual
assault.
Sanchez was arrested on
December 10,1996 after attempting
to assault a plain-clothed officer. Tlie
officer, who cannot be identified,
.was walking on the path between
parking lot A and Waterloo Park
when the incident occurred. Several
officers in the vicinity of the plainclothed officer responded immediately, and apprehended Sanchez
with little difficulty.
In the meantime, Edgardo
Esparza -the man initially charged
in the attacks- has been cleared of
all charges, and has been released
from custody. Suspicions that police

had the wrong man arose soon
after
the arrest of Esparza, when
seven
more assaults in the park were
reported.
Much like Esparza, Sanchez
closely resembles the composite
sketch of the attacker released
by
Waterloo Police in October. Sanchez
had his first court appearance on
January 8. It is still unclear if he
will
also be charged in relation to
the
assaults that took place in the park
between August and December of
last year.

New sexual

assault

support

group in

Kitchener-Waterloo
LORI DYSIEVICK
Cord Newsbite

Kitchener -Waterloo is offering a
new support group for women who
have been sexually assaulted as
teens or adults. The group is
designed as a drop-in forum and is
free of charge. The group meets
every second and fourth Tuesday of
every month, between 1: 00 and
3:00 p.m. (The first meeting is
January 14th.) The meetings are
being held at Emmanuel United
Church of Canada, 22 Bridgeport
Road East, Waterloo. For information call Ann or I.aurie-Ann at 5710212.

Wilfrid I ,auner
University

-y
KELLIE SIEGNER
Legal Resources Counsellor
Rumours have circulated about
Rent Control; being eliminated for
the 1997 school year for months
now. As of 14 January 1997, this
proposed bill has passed only the
first reading in Parliament.
A lot of people are confused as
to the current role of the Rent
Control Board as it stands in relation to die Landlord and Tenant
Act. Mere follows a basic outline
of their role in your life as a tenant:
a tenant must be given 90 days
notice of any increase in rent
rent for a specific unit can only
be increased after 12 months have
elapsed since die last increase
this amount for 1996 was 2.9%.
In other words, if you as a tenant
were paying $100 per mondi for
12 months, your landlord could
legally raise this amount to
$102.90 after you were properly
•

•

•

•

•

To:
From:
Subject:
Date:

112 j

All students of Wilfrid Laurier University
Rowland Smith. Vice-President: Academic
Financial assistance to Students
December 4, 1996

We are concerned that some Laurier students may be contemplating dropping courses (changing
status from full-time to part-time), or even leaving the University, because of financial pressure
in the winter term.
The purpose of this memo is to remind all Laurier students that there are funds available tor
bursaries and student assistance. Ten per cent of the increased revenue resulting from this year s
tuition fee increase has been set aside for assistance.
Students in financial difficulty who wish to make application for assistance from this fund
should contact the Student Awards Office to discuss their needs. The office is at 202 Regina
Street; telephone extension 4254. Those applying will be required to complete an application
form.

Two categories of need will be considered: assistance with tuition costs; assistance with liv ing
expenses. It is anticipated that assistance will be offered in amounts varying between $600 and
$1000. Small claims will not be considered.

Applications to the fund will be considered immediately.
Rowland Smith
Vice-President: Academic
RS/cd
Office of Vsce-President: Academic
WUad Laurier University, VVaieuce. Omarra Canada U2L 305 (519) 834- leO- Fax eO O are: a. - '•:

1

notified
Each year, the Ministry of
Housing calculates a new percentage increase based on inflation

and the changing costs of running
a rental building in Ontario.
If the proposed hill passes
dirough Parliament, the current
system of Rent Control becomes
rather complex:
if die current tenants continue to
live in the rented premises under
the proposed law, their rent can
only be increased as per the old
method, in other words, by a predetermined percentage every 12
months
upon the termination of this
rental agreement, however, the
new tenants could face increases
of 100 to 600% plus.
On paper, this seems to be a
nasty situation for students.
However, from the Landlord's
point of view, increasing the rent
by a number such as 600% is a
surefire way to guarantee that die
premises will stand vacant for the
next school term.
Unless every premises in
Waterloo faces increases such as
this, it shouldn't make a substantial difference to the lives of students.

Vp
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For love or money
Why do we go through the University grind?
education; however, that is not my
priority for being here.
After nineteen years of living I
am still undecided about what 1
want to pursue as a career, and
after a semester of first year I am
still undecided as to what I want to
major in. Some would say, perhaps,
that this is an indication of indecisiveness (but I am not sure) and a
lack of ability of to plan ahead. I, on
the other hand, prefer to think of it
as an indication
that I am here
because I desire
the knowledge
the university has
to offer, not
because I am
after a dream job
a job that in
today's market
highly
seems
unlikely. I am not
here as a means
to an end. I am
here to absorb
knowledge and
become enlightened on topics in
which I would otherwise remain
ignorant. In a sense, university is in
itselfan end.
As far as 1 am concerned, if you
are here just because you want to
get your hands on a job that will pay
you millions then perhaps you
would not mind doing the world a
favour by quitting university right
now. There are tons of people who
value good quality education and
would kill to be in university.
Besides, there, are enough moneyhungry, big-business, job-obsessed
people out there as it is.

ANGELA ORTICELLO
Cord News

Commentary

I just love to learn. From the
moment I learned to tie my shoe
laces (despite the Velcro craze of the
early eighties) to the day that I
learned that the French Revolution
began in 1789 (or 1897 whatever!)
I have always loved to learn. I was
one of the those kids (in all honesty I
still am), who by the last two weeks
of summer was just itching to get
back to school. I
-

I am here
because I

dying to start

was

my new classes
and earn a better
education than
the one I got the
year before (sick

desire the
knowledge
university
fetal has to offer

eh?).

I would get all
excited that this
year I was going
to dissect a fetal
pig in biology.
Granted, the
pig dissection was
not one of my
good, fun memories of school, but
it was a learning experience. My
recent decision to obtain a university education was the result of my
desire and need to learn. It allows
me to continue to receive not only
an academic education, but to
acquire an education on life as well.
It has been suggested that students are only in university so that
they can acquire a well-paying job
after graduation. I find this unlikely.
I am aware that in order to have
any chance of obtaining a decent I-

can-sustain-myself-on-my-ownthanks-job, I need post-secondary

STEVE MACMILLIAN
Cord News

Commentary

University it's one heck of an interesting place. You pay $10,000 a
year to spend your time with six or
seven thousand other people your
own age. You party, meet people,
maybe even attend a class or two . .
who knows? You get all these tilings
regardless of why you arc at university.
The real question then, Ls why
you are you at university in the first
place? Tired of Mom's cooking at
home? Intellectual enrichment?
Good place to meet babes? A hope
you may someday have a job that
allows you to live without Mom,
Dad, or your best Mend, OSAP?
Ah, a job. That's probably why
you're here. University has a lot to
offer, but if all you got at the end ofit
were a handshake would you still
come? Would you still pay $40,000
if you didn't get that little piece of
paper to wave in front of potential
employers like a fisherman waves a
worm in front of a fish?
In a perfect world, we would all
be here only for the purpose of self-

-

enrichment. Unfortunately, this is
not a perfect world, and that leaves
me as a business major, not as a
philosophy major. Why? No, it's not
because I'm a horrible, money-hungry biz-nob who will sacrifice personal happiness for cash; I actually

University,
for most of
us, is a
stepping
stone
toward
what we
want to be
do like business. As well, from time
to time 1 get hungry, and 1 really
can't see my career as a philoso-
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Suspicious Person
1540 hrs Mon 06 Jan 97
A report was received that a suspicious person was seen loitering in
the area of the Theatre Auditorium
between Jan 02 and Jan 05.
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pher putting too much steak on the
table after graduation day.
University also offers the opportunity to grow and to experience
life. This cannot be argued.
However, if the only thing you wanted out of life was to grow and "find
yourself' I'm sure you could get one
heck of a good back-packing tour
around Europe for $40,000.
We all want something out of
life. University, for most of us, is a
stepping stone toward what we
want to become "when we grow
up." The education we are attaining
is what will help us get to where we
want to be.
By now some of you are probably thinking, "You know what,
buddy? There is more to life than
this $40,000 you keep mentioning."
You're right, but not many people
can honestly afford to spend the
spend the amount it takes to attend
university without expecting some
kind of repayment eventually.
If university weren't about getting jobs then there would be a few
thousand less people applying each

Mfafli
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Theft Under $5000
1730 -1900 hrs Mon 06 Jan 97
A WLU student reported that her
knapsack had been stolen. The
knapsack was later recovered in lot
12 but $50.00 in cash and a Sony
Walkman were missing.
Theft Under $5000
Wed 08 Jan 97
A stolen wallet was recovered by
custodial staff. When the owner was
contacted she reported that $20.00
cash was missing.

her jacket from Wilfs.
Theft Under $5000
Fri 06 Dec 96 Mon 06 Jan 97
Audio Visual staff reported the theft
of an overhead projector lens from a
classroom in the Library.
-

Report of Fire
2235 hrs Sat 11 Jan 97
A cardboard pizza box caught fire
when it was placed in the oven and
the oven turned on. The occupant of
the Bricker Residence apartment
removed the box and extinguished
the fire with water in the kitchen
sink. No damage was done to the

apartment.
During this time period, three warnings were issued for liquor violations.

Theft Under $5000
2200 2300 hrs Wed 08 Jan 97
A WLU student reported the theft of
-
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How Bizarre
The world is a weird and
KATHERINE HARDING
Cord international
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Today's job market is

like a jungle. Graduates
must brave ferocious job competition and a brutal economy to
find work.
To survive in the jungle, you need
some guerilla tactics and the right

your university studies with
programs in Natural Resources
such as Terrain & Water
Cartography and Integrated
Resources Management.

Equip yourself with a diploma
from Sir Sandford Fleming
College in Lindsay. You'll add
practical, hands-on learning to

I
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SIR SANDFORD FLEMING COLLEGE )>
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Get outfitted for a
successful career expedition.

I

p or more information, contact
Beth Harrington today at

I

I

e-mail
beharrin@flemingc.on.ca.
(705) 878-9301, or

Fleming, Ontario's
Community College in the Knwnrthns.
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Resources, Ecotourism,

gear. Equipment to help you
explore the job terrain in search
of employment.
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It's A Jungle Out There.
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Amsterdam
Undoubtedly, Amsterdam is the
most bizarre place in the world.
Vices of all varieties abound in a city
which is infamous for its tolerance
and liberalism.
The Red Light District is crowded
with an intermingling motley crue of
backpackers, tourists, junkies, families, and dirty old men trying to sample what liberal sex and drug laws
are all about. During the day the
curtains of the houses are usually
drawn, those that are open showcase unattractive and strung-out
prostitutes.
At night, when the number of
patrons increases and thus the competition becomes more fierce, these
women are replaced with more
glamourous ones. The weirdest
tiling about the district Is how commercialized it Ls. I'm actually surprised that Disney hasn't put out
some sort of hooker action figure
line yet.
Iveil more curious are the spinmuseums
that pay homage to the
off
city's booming sex and drug trade.
There Ls the Hemp Museum, which
features a "Bud of the Month", however it is nothing compared to the
Sexmuseum Venustempel. This
'museum' includes displays and
exhibits on eroticism through the
ages, including an antique chastity
belt, larger than life sculptures of
genitalia from all over the world,
and a nasty hard-core photo spread
that just leaves you wanting to take
a long shower.
Brussels
The city of Brussels reverently
celebrates the Manneken-Pis, which
is a small statue of a little boy peeing. The city honours him by dressing him up in little Manneken-Pis
clothing that is appropriate to the
season and various holidays. He has
a squatting female counterpart, the
Gennaka-Pis, that for some reason
isn't as popular.
Paris
Even though I found it strange
that there seemed to be an unusually large population of cats lounging
•

Have you ever been somewhere and
for some reason...things were not
quite right?
It could be a combination of factors or a single component of a situation which just makes the entire
experience fall short of normal. A
perfect local example Ls the 7-11 on
the corner of University Ave. after
midnight. That place brings a whole
new meaning to the saying "they
only come out at night."
However, it seems the farther
you travel from home, the more
weird and wacky the world geLs. It
seems like you are constantly
encountering places and things that
can only be labelled 'bizarre'.
While some of these encounters
can be attributed to language and
cultural barriers, not all of them can
be so easily dismissed. For whatever reason, guidebooks usually conveniently brush-over or omit crucial
information, leaving the traveller at
the mercy of their encounters. The
following points are just a few examples I've accumulated from my trav
els that you will never find in any
guidebook:

I

wacky place

•

•

around the ruins in Rome, that was
nothing compared to how many
dogs there were in Paris. However,
it seems that Parisians have yet to be
introduced to the concept of the
"pooper-scoopcr" because the
National Geographic has calculated
that every 283rd step you take in the
City of lights will land you in a pile
of doggydoo.
•

Rome

Many tourists who throw their
three coins into the famous Trevi
Fountain in Rome never notice the
humorous reminder that the architect has led.
During the fountain's construction, a local shopkeeper whose store
was adjacent to the fountain became
irritated with the amount of noise
the construction was creating and
he told the architect off.
If you look to the very right of the
fountain, you can see where the
architect has built his eternal
revenge. He constructed a giant
hand giving the finger which will
forever block the storekeeper's view
ofthe magnificent fountain.
Madrid
In Madrid, for breakfast instead
of reaching for the Frosted Makes,
many Spaniards enjoy churros con
chocolate (deep-fried dough with
chocolate) and a beer. Because hey,
you can never be too drunk or hyper
in the morning.
London
The British Crown Jewels in
London are amazing. If you can
wad past the sea of tourists and
beefeaters, you can view the jewels
by riding a conveyor belt/moving
sidewalk.
The Royal Scepter alone boasts
the largest cut diamond in the
world, die 530-carat Star of Africa.
You can also see the Royal Punch
Bowl which is the epitome of tackiness and excessive wealth.
Are you interested in travelling?
Would you like to join a Backpacker
Club here at Laurier? Then contact
Mike Keriakos (keri4oBo) or
Katherine Harding (hard74oo) at
machl.
•

•
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Attention!

Due to a lack of space, many letters submitted
to the Editor will be printed next week.
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longer the most important consideration, fees are.
Deregulation can only hurt Laurier. The small size that is now a major feature on the glossy brochures is going to
because of the deregulation of fees. Many know this, many arc concerned about the concept of
be its downfall
deregulation.
The COU is a representative body consisting of several affiliate groups acting as a voice for Ontario Universities.
Ideally, it functions as a collective. The needs and problems of Universities can be expressed, and as a result, the
quality or university education in Ontario (ideally, of course) remains on a higher
So Dr. Downey, sitting pretty in Ills ivory tower at the University of Waterloo, will most likely be unaffected by
deregulation. It appeals Downey Is not speaking on behalf of all universities, but his own.
The next time Downey speaks of his "holiday gilt", perhaps he should omit the COU letterhead. Clearly, the chair
—

level.

is missing the big picture.

Editorial by Melanie Seal, Editor-in-Chief
The opinions expressed in this editorial are Ihose of the author, and do not necessarily reflect
editorial board or WilfridLaarier University Student Publications.
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Everyone wants to share with each other what they got for the holidays. It's no different for Dr. James Downey, chair
of the Council of Ontario Universities, and President of the University of Waterloo.
In a press release sent out by the COU, Downey referred to the report to Snobelen on the "Future Directions ot
Post secondary Institutions" as a "holiday gift".
Part of the "holiday gift" in the panel's report was in favour of the deregulation of university fees. It is an understatement to say that some universities are "concerned" about deregulation.
Deregulation is not one of (.lie best ideas the panel suggested. In its report, the panel recommended that universihow high
ties be permitted to charge whatever they would like for tuition. The panel suggested a "ceiling", or limit to
can
go.
tuition can increase, but did not suggest a "floorlimiting how low tuition
and
For larger universities wtih many post graduate bringing in a vast amount of money in corporate donations
research grants, this is a good thing. These schools can charge a lower amount for an undergraduate degree than
another, smaller schools without, donations and grants.
Lei's be honest. Even/thing, yes everything, comes down to dollars and cents. If (only for the sake of example)
there Is an undergraduate history program at Laurier of equal value to a history program at Waterloo, and the
Waterloo
is significantly cheaper, we all know where the students are going to enroll. Academic value is no

An open letter

to Dr. Arthur Read, Dean,
Faculty ofArts and Science

extension 6103. I am sure that Mr.
Bilyea would be more than happy to
share his good fortune with the
University Community since the
original intention of the Ancillary
Services operation was to operate
with a break-even budget. Make
sure you call soon, otherwise Dean
I tall. Dean Mather, Dean Carson or
someone else will sneak in and
steal this opportunity. Again, I support your observations, comments,
and motion passed at the November
12 Senate meeting.
Please let me know the results. 1
am very interested, as 1 am sure
many students are, in what happens
with this surplus. Accountability is
the Issue at hand. Students will need
to know how you spend these funds.
Regards,
Joel Lynn
President WLUSU
-

Dr. Read,
1 was impressed by your comments

at Senate prior to the holidays
regarding the recent University-wide
budget cut. 1 was equally amused
that the Senate Finance committee
failed to endorse the budget update.
It appears that Senate has a general
problem with the University
Administration spending an additional $170,000 when departments
arc experiencing continued funding
cuts. If 1 remember correctly, your
faculty experienced a funding cut
that was close or equal to this figure.
You passed a motion requiring
"...the Finance Committee to establish a sub-committee to review the
process issue and bring a recommendation back to Senate." I hope
that this will assist the confusion
regarding the authority to spend
money on this campus.
However, I write tliis letter with
good news. Recognizing your efforts
to challenge the current budget
management process, and your
attempt to recover lost funding, I
would like to pass on, just for you, a
"funding" diamond in the rough. On
December 20th I met with the
Director of Ancillary Services who
expressed to me the wonderful news
that his operation would turn an
additional $100,000 in profit, over
and above the $200,000 surplus that,
is required to support the
University's general operating budget. Thanks to higher residence and
food service prices (because it can't
possibly be profits made at tfee Book
Store and Purple and Gold 1 am
told they operate with a break-even
budget), and the intelligent management of the Ancillary Services
Budget, there is $100,000 tiiat 1 am
sure you could utilize to compensate
for the recent cut.
Cliff Bilyea, our Director of
Ancillary Services, is available at
-

-

-

-

-

Defending Smokers'
rights
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the article [Jan. 8] "to Quit smoking". I

would just like to voice my opinion
that the article was very offensive
and inappropriate. You say that you
"higlily disrespect their choice to kill
themselves" and although 1 respect
your opinion, 1 would just like to
inform you that smoking is our
choice and we have the right to
smoke. I realize that people may feel
inconvenienced by smokers sometimes, and I apologize for that, but
your portrayal of smokers as being
"aggravating" does not make a nonsmoker more superior. We shouldn't
be made out to be lesser people just
because we have a habit that is
tough to quit.
Many (if not all) of us don't
appreciate people preaching upon
us to quit smoking. If you really dislike the smoky bars that you go to,
there are many alternatives. You
don't have to avoid bars completely,
but just remember that we have a
right to be there, so why should we

not go to bars just because we

smoke?

I do not drink as much as the
average University student does, but
you would never see me telling those
who are spilling their drinks all over
me to stop drinking because they
are ruining my clothes and their
liver. 'Hie people have a right to be
there as do those of us who smoke.
To answer your question of why
we smoke, it is because many of us
happen to enjoy the ritual of smoking (even those "training wheel
smokers" who only smoke when
drunk). We enjoy it, otherwise we
wouldn't do it. 1 commend you for
never having smoked before, but
you needn't worry about us smokei-s
who have to deal with the fact that
"it's smells, it's unattractive..." It's
our problem and we'll deal with it.
1 respect your view on the fact
that smoking may have many effects
on the environment, so I'm assuming that you have never driven or
been in a car because cars pollute.
The blame of our environmental
problems cannot be placed on
smokers. Its a fact that smoking is a
part of the lifestyle of many people
and has been for centuries, and we
don't need people to preach to us
smokers to quit.
I realize your opinion is one that
can be shared by many people, but
what many of us smokers who read
your article did not appreciate was
how condescending it was. We
should not be looked down upon for
choosing to smoke. I would never
preach upon someone who doesn't
smoke to start, so I don't feel diat
anyone should be telling the community to stop.
Why bother giving sermons on
why we should quit smoking? I
mean, have you ever seen someone
quit just alter being informed on all
the reasons why they shouldn't
smoke? I didn't think so. We are not
of a lesser intelligence, we know the
facts so (excuse the pun) BUTT OUT!
Lucille La manna
the Cord January 15, 1997
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What's in the stars
An astrological guide to January

CHERYL SPENCER
Cord Student Life
Aries: (March 21-April 20)
The ram is back and ready for some

good hard work. Your dedication
and perseverance will serve you
well this term if only you learn not
to party as much. Your love life
picks up towards the end of the
month with a delightful surprise.
Admitting that someone else is right
in an argument will win you
respect.
Taurus: (April 21-May 20)
Try something new this month, a
change from your usual routine. A
little more exercise wouldn't hurt
the bull after indulging over the holidays. Now that your goals have
been established, go for it! Nothing
will stop the stubborn bull! Luck
will come your way near the 20th of
tliis month.
Gemini: (May 21-June 20)
It seems as though you have been
looking at the worst aspects of
things rather than what can be
improved. Now is the time to bring
in that optimism to get you through
this period. Business this month
has good prospects that will lead to
success in your field. Try a little
pampering it will ease your soul.
Cancer: (June 21-July 20)
You are back on track this month
-

and feeling better about yourself
each day, which is good for the ego.
Family members need to get in
touch with you. A friendly encounter
with a stranger will bring you good
luck. You will find money on the
15th.
Leo: (July 21-Aug. 21)
The person you have been thinking
about is returning your feelings. Be
cautious in a circle of friends as
someone may be deceiving you.
Your generous nature may render
you broke; remember that there is
no crime in limiting your expenses.
Virgo: (Aug. 22-Sept. 22)
Your somewhat picky nature will
cause an argument among friends.
Faith in someone will bring you
great rewards. Your sex life, if existent, will pick up towards the end of
the month. Remember to get over
your shyness so that you may pursue what you are after.
Libra: (Sept.23-0ct.22)
Oh, dear Libra, who becomes so in
love with love itself. Be careful to
remember to save part of yourself
when entering a relationship. Time
to yourself would be valuable as the
new year will bring a hectic schedule. With organization, January will
be a good month for you.
Scorpio: (Oct. 23-Nov. 22)
It is a great month for sexual

For the love

of java

An early morning zap...
just gives you an excellent opportunity to stand in line and finally talk
to that attractive someone you've
now clutch my trusty Second Cup been checking out for months.
You can get it almost everymug. 1 am pleased to say I am now
a coffee addict. I was once so naive,
where: in fast food or fancy restau1 believed cappuccino was an alcorants, gas stations and corner
holic beverage. Since then my eyes stores. There are even cool little
and taste buds have been opened to coffee pubs where you can sit back
the precious taste of this caffeinated and sip for hours. Coffee, where
drink. It works for all occasions: an have you been all my life?!
Do you know how many coffee
early morning zap before class, a
words there are in the
late afternoon sip during
English language?
class, or heck, a nice
Coffee break, cake,
casual date with
grounds, hour,
someone
you
house, maker,
picked up in
mill, mug, pot,
class.
ring, roll, royal,
You
can
shop, table,
have it many
tree. Coffee,
different ways:
coffee, coffee,
hot, cold, iced,
decaffeinated,
coffee!
instant, brewed,
Okay, so it's not
milk and it doesn't
black, double doudo my body good and it
ble, with sugar, cream,
chocolate,
causes cellulite to
apparently
milk, cinnamon,
develop on my tliighs. Life goes on.
or whipped cream; what a wonderFor now I like my coffee and so do
ful drink!
It has many advantages. It my profs (I haven't slept in class
warms your hands as you walk to since I took up the habit).
Somebody just tell me why the
and from class on cold winter days.
It provides horrible coffee breath, in H-E-double-stir-sticks I waited so
order to scare away undesirable long to try it. Gotta go, my mug's
members of the opposite sex. Or, it empty. See you in line!
LAURA-ELIZABETH BARR
Cord Student Life
Empty-handed I walk 110 longer; I
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endeavours. Be encouraged to
leam to understand those around
you and appreciate them for who
they are. You have been a little
worried about your love life but
remember that, everything happens
for a reason. The best is yet to
come in 1997 so be patient.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 23-Dec. 20)
You have set goals for a new routine. This is good. Remember to
keep up the pace because if you slip
it will result in contined of slacking
off. January will bring you a new
way of thinking that is most encouraging for your character. Keep up
the good work!
Capricorn: (Dec. 21-Jan. 19)
You will be kept busy this month
since your agenda is filled with
items. Don't overdo it; remember
that it's only the beginning of the
year. Your ambitions will make you
successful in your goals if your
attention is retained in pursuing
them. Capricorns do get what they
want when they try.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Independent Aquarius is seeking
some stability this month. You will
find this in friendship since stable,
serious relationships don't come
easily to you. However, your moods
will be more positive in the new
year than the last. A business

PHOT

FILE

Cheryl Spencer, the Cord's very own astrologer
prospect is coming your way this
month so keep your eyes open.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-March 20)
Although the new year has stalled
off a little shaky it will improve over
the next few weeks. If you don't

soon learn to focus your attentior
your absent-mindedness will affeci
your schoolwork. On the brighi
side, a loved one will surprise yoi
Uiis month and bring you great hap
piness.

StudentBudgetMenu
Cheese Hash Browns
LYNN PAULI
Cord Student Life

2 lbs frozen hash
browns
500 ml sour cream
1 tin mushroom soup
1/2 cup melted butter
Salt and pepper to
taste
1 medium onion,
chopped
2 cups grated cheddar cheese
Thaw potatoes slightly for easier mixing. Mix all ingredients and place in a slightly greased 9x13 pan. Bake at
350 F for 1 to 1 1/2 hours.

—(Student Life)

Outspoken Chic

Weak

by David Trueman and Will Chung

Chic Weak

lowed by squeals of "Queer!" and
"Fag!" not the most hospitable
place to actually be queer. No athlete in his or her right mind would
choose to compromise a promising
athletic career in favour of extreme
disclosure. Thus, the world of athletic homosexuality remains a closeted industry
Recently there have been more
and more gay-themed sports teams
and, of course, the Gay Games
(Olympic carbon-copy), but there Ls
an ever present problem of underparticipation.
For years, gay athletes have
been threatened into the closet and
the wounds are slow to heal. And it
doesn't help that the heterosexual
realm has always held a greater
scope of competition than the gay
realm could hope to offer.
GLOBAL (Gay, Lesbian or
Bisexual at Laurier) meetings
Thursdays. For information, e-mail
OOGLOBAL@machl.wlu.ca or visit
our website at http//wwwwlu.ca/
~wwwclubs/www/global.hlml

THOM RYAN
Cord Student Life
Drop the Soap
"Queer!", "Fag!" These are
good reasons why most gay people
choose to remain in the closet to
teammates and within the athletic
community at large. There is a
sense of co-operation and fellowship created within a team framework which quickly weeds out
undesirables in favour of a more
tightly connected team unit.
Historically it is no mistake that
gay athletes tend to avoid team-oriented spoils. Two such individuals
are Hob Paris, internationally
renowned bodybuilder, and
Olympic diver Greg Louganis.
In contrast, few would forget the

&

-

'Wendell Clark' incident and his
ambiguous orientation, which was
promptly stamped heterosexual
when Clark was losing out on the
ever-important and gainful draft

pick.
Gay or straight, dropping the
soap in the shower is generally fol-

Welcome to Chic & Weak, your
new bi-weekly guide to what's
coming in and what's going out.
In these confusing times of
omnipotent advertising, androgyny,
and attitude, it is our hope that we
can provide some direction.

the Net

books
F. Scott Fitzgerald
echinacea capsules

Jane Austen
ginseng tea

rationality

emotions
mittens

gloves
Eddie Bauer

Banana Republic

Issey Miyake

CK one

buying
stereo headphones

leasing

speakers
answering machines
mach 1

pagers
PRISM

Suggestions and feedback are always welcome, and should be directed to the mailbox of the Cord Student Life Editor in the Cord
offices (third floor of the SUB).

Banff Festival of Mountain Films
January 25, 1997 7:30 p.m.
-

Volunteer Job Opportunity:

Humanities Theatre, U of W
Tickets available st
382 King Street North
Waterloo, Ontario

WLU Student Publications is accepting applications for the positions of:
Cord Copy Editor and Cord Circulation Manager.
Applications and job descriptions are available in the Cord offices
on the third floor of the Student Union Building.

Application Deadline: Friday, January 17,1997 at 4:30 pm.

(MA

For more information, please contact Melanie Seal
at (519) 884-0710 ext. 3564 or fax' (519) 884-7723
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WITH THIS COUPON
RENT ANY MOVIE

~

AT REG. PRICE
GET AN OLD MOVIE

C amp us Court Mall
University & Phillip Streets
Waterloo, Ontario
(519) 746-2578
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Mon.-Fri.: Bam- 8 pm
Saturday:

Sunday:

Now in Canada

.at

Bam- 4 pm

Ioam-4pm

ultimate in feminine hygiene;
trusted by women wolrdwide;
superior to tampons

1/2 Price It!

Saturday and Sunday
Regular

Send: Local

7/2 Price

$1.00

$0.50

1.50
International 3.50
China
6.00

0.75

$1.00
Saturday and Sunday noon to 7pm

$0.50

Can./U.S.

1.75

3.00

pads;
healthier, safer, cheaper;
&

■ Keasier to use

i

M

It Works

-

Guaranteed!

Don't be shy
Call operator now for
Ann

j

Weekend faxing

kcVtmo,I

FREE BROCHURE
www.keeper.com/keeper

Receive

fax# m-5596
theCord January 15, J 997 9

FEATURE

THE POPULARIZATION
OF BODY ART
The canvas of flesh
STEPHEN WILLIAMS
Cord Features

"To decorate the physical body,
especially in painful ways, is to
reclaim its material reality, its existence as flesh that can be burned,
pierced, marked, lashed to bloodiness and, of course, ultimately

enjoyed."

-Mark Kingwell from Dreams of

Millennium: 19%.
It seems today, more then ever, the
individual gets lost in the goings on
of every day life. The focus of society
has shifted from the individual to
that of the masses. People are
processed tlirough a series of numbers and codes -i.e. your SIN, driver's license, even your student
card. Although this greatly improves
the ability to monitor, it strips people
of their individuality. In a society
bent on consumption, your worth is
now determined; not by your individual attributes; rather your purchasing power.
Our mass produced culture now
puts real value in the synchronic
rather than the diachronic. That is
to say, the final product is valued

much greater than the processes
that went into creating it. The true
value of a Van Gogh painting
which is now measured in dollars
is lost in a society no longer concerned with processes.
The tattoo represents something
that has no value, except for the
individual. In a sense, the tattoo is
the most valuable, yet worthless
piece of art one can own. At the
same time as giving the bearer an
original piece of art, it also allows
the individual to reclaim their body
from society.
The tattoo represents the power
we still maintain over our own bodies. The intentional scarification of
one's body Ls really still a bold rebellion against a society that values
surgically maintained beauty.
Some people feel the locus of
control, when creating culture, is
not in the hands of the individual but
the media and other large institutions. Take for example, the "Tickle
Me Elmo" craze that erupted this
Christmas. It was entirely a media
generated frenzy stalled by the popular talk show host, Rosie O'Donnell.
Once she declared it to be her
-

-

favourite toy about a month before
Christmas storekeepers could not
keep the shelves stocked. Soon the
toy became a celebrity in its own
right. The tattoo functions as a
means to gain back some control
over our culture. As tattoo artist,
Greg Kulz explains, "Even if you
can't control your external environment, you can start controlling your
internal environment... [which] can
start affecting your external environment."
I low the body is depicted in society is forever changing to suit the
cultural landscape of the present
time. There was a time when
women were forced to cover their
legs, down to their ankles. Now
women are batUing the courts for
the right to walk around bare-chested in public. Similarly, the tattoo was
once limited to the people found on
the edges of society, such as bikers.
Now tattoos are located on the bodies occupying corporate headquarters.
There are many reasons for this
most recent trend, however the
greatest is an attempt to reclaim the
body by individuals. It is the oppor-
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The Tattoo in progress
tunity to own something that can
not be liquidated or repossessed.
Individuals can now own something

that lacks any value to the rest of
society. True rebellion in this consumer culture!

Me and my nipple ring
DAVE SMITH
Cord Features
While discussing life in general
on a sunny, autumn afternoon in my
room with a bunch of guys, an interesting subject was brought up: nipples.
The first topic mentioned was
that of nipple erections. We conclud-

Ed that they are enjoyable, yet
somewhat embarrassing when
wearing a tight shirt.
The conversation moved
towards nipple piercing. Luca "the
real deal" D'Aprile made the bold
proclamation that he would get a
nipple ring but thought the price of
forty dollars was too steep.

SHEPARD

JAMIE

PHOT :

1 joined Luca in this pronouncement saying I would get a nipple
ring only if 1 didn't have to pay for
the piercing.
This comment was not intended
to mean 1 really wanted a nipple
ringHowever, my thoughtful friends
took die initiative to collect a fund of

A lot of people have asked me
what getting my nipple pierced felt
me at the Exotic Skin Shop. like.
So, to answer your question: it
(Conveniently located in the heart of
felt like a guy clamping my nipple,
downtown Kitchener.
Upon arriving at the Exotic Skin ramming a needle through it and
Shop I was so nervous my butt sticking a ring in. However, other
than the four seconds of excruciatcheeks were sweating.
Even though I had an appointing pain, three days of extreme nipa
ment I still had
wait. Alter sitting ple sensitivity and months of nipple
for twenty minutes watching a rehab this was an all around posidrunken Irishman get a tattoo of a tive experience.
pot of gold on his ass, my turn had
Guys: if you ever have the
down
the
chance
to get your nipple pierced,
Sitting
come.
piercing
in
chair Tim asked which nipple I the chicks dig it. In the past few
wanted to have pierced. Being inexmonths I have had more people ask
perienced, 1 said I wasn't sure. To to caress my naked chest than ever
which he inquired, "Well, are you before.
There are a few more advangay?"
tages to this experience for one
Note: My personal sexual prefertiling my constantly erect nipple has
ence will not be discussed or exploited by The Cord or any of its affilistimulated my lactating abilities.
ates, dammit.
And 1 figure what the hell, what else
Once the left nipple was chosen is a guy supposed to do with a nipple it just sits there all day wasting
the fun continued. Then, as a precautionary measure, Tim had to my time. Why doesn't it go out and
insure my nipple was large enough get a job, stupid SOB.
Now I would like to send a speto withstand the piercing. After an
intense, yet satisfying, probe it was a cial thanks out to Christy Turlington,
reassuring and strangely erotic Tupac, A3 and the MacHouse Crew
boost to my ego to discover that my for donating funds towards the
piercing ofmy nipple.
nipple made the grade. Tim proAnd before I go remember this 1
ceeded to clamp my nipple, ram a
but
needle through it, and put the ring ain't mad at cha, I got nothin
love for ya".
in.

forty dollars in an empty Snapple
bottle and make an appointment for

-

Handing over the Nipple Ring Fund
10 January 15, 1997 theCord
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Interview with a
tattooist
BRIAN LIBOIRON
Cord Features
We wanted to get the inside scoop
on the world of tattoos. We went
down to "The Exotic Skin Shop"
where we interviewed Tim Karn, a
self-taught, fourteen year veteran of
the trade.

...Tattooing is hitting an all time
popular high. It's been building and
growing over the course of years.
It's become a lot more socially
acceptable for each and every person to go out and get a tattoo
instead of just a group thing.
Why is the tattoo becoming
more popular?
It's just a lot more widely acceptable for somebody who is in a more
professional business or professional career type choice, for them to ah,
get a tattoo. It's not going to frighten
people as much as it once did.
Some people suggest the
increase in the popularity of
-

-

How old were you when you
got your first tattoo?
Well, Homemade was 14, profes-

sional was 17.

Okay, and what was the rea-

son you got the professional
tattoo?
Two buddies out on a bit of a tear.
Did you have rebellious feelings, or were you trying to
reclaim something you had
lost?
-

No, uh, no I think it was more of a
rebellious discovery.
Do you see the human body
as a canvas?
-1 do, yes.
And why is that?
Um, because it has curves,
because it lives. It's not just a board
or a wall. It is a moving thing, it
speaks back to you.
Why do you see it as a canvas? You said because it
moves and speaks back to
you. When did you realize
this, and why is that important?
When did I realize it? I would have
to say about 5 years after U stalled
tattooing, because I was at those
points just more working on the
technical side, and then I started
looking at the artsy, fartsy side. Like
designing tattoos for a person,
something that fits their personality.
Do you believe the tattoo
speaks, no matter what it is?
Yeah, because it says something
about the person, says something
about maybe who they want to be,
or who they were, or who they are
going to be.
What are your thoughts on
-

-

-

-

the impending millennia
change?

tattoos and other body alteration such as piercing and
scarification are the result of
millennial anxiety.
No, it's more of a curiosity and a
self indulgence almost.
Is getting a tattoo an
attempt to get a sense of
belonging into the tattoo

Every year there's a change,
there's a new trend. It started with
the unicorn craze, everyone seemed
to be getting unicorns and then it
moved onto this and now it's dolphins and suns and tribal work
another trend is coming. So, uh,
design choice is very trendy.
Do most people come in
with a design in mind, or do
-

...

they choose it off the wall,
or is it a combination of
both?
Most people come in with at least
an idea of what they want, they see
it ion my wall and then say, "Yeah,
that's it" or they may have it drawn
up.
Which do you prefer?
Me drawing up their design, then I
-

-

to have a tattoo? Is the president going to get a tattoo? Is
it going to be that, so the
Elitist culture, the upper class
is going to be okay for
them? Because right now
they really look down on it.
As for where it is going to go,

feel more like it is my art.
Do you think that getting
tattooed is a way of getting
back to a more primitive
state, do you think it is only
with those people who get
the tribal designs who are
trying to get back, or as a
culture are we reverting back
to a more primitive state?
No, I don't think we're regressing.
So, it is just trendy, is it just a
thing?
Yeah, I know there is a rite of pas-

-

nobody knows. Tattooing is going to
crash someday, people will stop
being self-indulgent, they will decide
"no, I don't need a tattoo to be cool".
The first person to start that thought
will be the person who will crash
tattooing.
But when it comes right down to
the president getting a tattoo and
then everyone knowing that the
president got a tattoo. I really
couldn't see that happening.

-

-

sage that goes along with tattooing,
that side of it is sort of like reaching
back into the past, and bringing it
into the future.
What lies in the future for
tattooing? Is everyone going

-

_AAc
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subculture?
Not the older, but the younger generation, yes. The high school and
university students are definitely
into the craze of tattooing because of
all their friends being into it. I do
expect at some point in time that
tattooing will crash and the best
artists and the smart ones will survive.
What is the most popular
location for getting tattoos?
It's more trendy right now but
arms are always going to be the
biggest with guys, and hips and
ankles for girls. But with trends tight
now, lower back is very popular, um
the side of the leg for guys is starting to become popular.
Do you get a lot of people
coming in here wanting tattoos that can be easily hid-

WLJJt
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Yes, oh yes. Hidden is still part of it.
Um, I encourage the hiding of tattoos, just because you don't know
who you are going to grow up to be.

Okay, what about designs?
Are there any most popular
designs?

vocal cord

JSarth Riley

-
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Steph Martin
Part-time student
"I have a black Japanese symbol tattooed
on my right shoulder I had it done in
Victoria, 8.C."

(ffe)

-

Vanessa Mersereau
Third year. Business
"I choose to get a panda bear tattoo
because I had a stuffed panda when I
was young that I really liked. I had it
done at New Moon Tattoo in Ottawa."

Jodi Fitzgerald
Second year. Archaeology
"I have a tribal design tattooed on my back. It
was done at tora Tattoo in the Belmont Plaza
for $80-$100."
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CORD SPORTS

For Coach Gary Jeffries and his stalT
the Gold e n Hawks are going to
resemble one big brain teaser this
year. 11w reason? Well, it starts with
last year dw·ing which a vertically
rhallenged, but talented llawk team
underachieved with a one win season.
Gone from that team are all but
two players, (orward Corwin Troje,
and guard Bob Papadimitriou. In
place of t11c once fam iliar names of
Toole, Kratz, and Wcis are names
like Zdrahal, Sandstrom and Ryan.
The new llawks bear a striking
r<'S<'mblancc to t11c old onrs - short
\\itl1 an outside shooting touch. So,
what is going to make this years
llawks - a team bereft of experience
- better thru1 previous editions"
\V!'II, first oil' the new I lawks
hav!' a feu· bPtter attitude ilian last
yPars"Squad. N'ter talking to the
staff and former players it was
apparPnt that th!'rP was little
rcsp('cl for Coach Jc!ftiPs, <U1d t11at
some of tJw player'S \\t're out "to gc'l
tlwir.;".
:'\ot that you can IH'CPssarily
blanw tJwrn. sim·e the llawks w!'rc
JWrc•nnial underachi!'vPr'i and
Coach .l!'ITriPs must shouldPr a
large part of tlw blame. I Iow!'v!'r,
he will get his rhanre to mold tl1is
young team into \\hat he wru1l'i. It is
cxprcted tJ1at a good portion of tJ1is
ypar's Ilawks team will br around
for tlw next iliree years or so.
The spcond reason that the
"ne\\ .. I lawks should bP mon' sur('(~sl'ul is iliat tl1is tPam L<> arguably

The Hawks hope to be flying high tonight as they open their season at home versus Western.
ilie most talented one iliat WLU has
seen in tJ1e last few years. The key
here is depth - this year's Golden
I Iawks will not be afraid to go to t11c
pine as big performances from
bench players in tJ1e pre-season will
attest.
So witl1 tl1at, IPt's meet iliis yeru·'s
tParn. In the backcourt we have
Greg Sandstrom, and Jc[ Zdrahal.
Both guys arc "shooting point
guards" who have a nice outside
touch and know how to dist.Jibute.
Sandstrom stands 6'3 and Zdrahal
6'1 so tlw llawks, while still being
small. have nice size in t11cir barkcourt.. Sru1dstrom is a junior collPgP
transfPr from the U.S., while teammate Zdrahal \Va'i a provincial team
player in 1994. The problem here
lies witJ1 tlw fact that despite tJwir
crPdentials tlwy arc both C!AU rook-

ies, and twnovers have been a killer
for ilie I Iawks in ilie pre-season.
Backing these two up arc
Hussein
llollands,
Bob
Papadimitriou, and John Stewart.
Hollands offers speed and a shooting touch, while Papadin1itriou is a
pw·e bomber, and has tl1e strengtJ1
to push ot.lwr guards around.
Stewart will remind \VLU hoop fans
of Stef Ban·ie; he's a hard worker
\\itl1 dependable o[!'nsive skills.
In ilie front court the Hawks \\ill
start rookies Kevin Hyan, and Trifon
Pappas. These two will be joined by
Con\in Troje. Hyan is ilie 6'5 starting centre who givPs tlw llawks 7
rebounds a game as well as a 17 ft
shooting range. While he >viii have a
distinct height disadvantage against
opponents, he is cxt.rPmely strong
and quick and should be able to

handle opposing big men. Pappas,
who was ilic MVP of his high school
(Glenview Park), is only 6'2 but plays
bigger (and will have to at. his small
forward position) and has ample
offensive skills despite struggling
from beyond the arc in the pre-season. Corwin Troje will be stru1lng in
ilie power forward spot.. l le will be
counted on for inside play and leadership. Troje has to cut dovm on his
fouls in the regular season after
fouling out of 5 of ilie first 7 pre-season games.
The llawks have Tim llarris
ready to bark up Pappas. Harris is
6'5 but prefers a pcrLmcter game. A
former membPr of the Brock
Badgers, he decided to bring his
deadly outside game to Lawier. The
frontcow-t. is row1ded out by Drew
MoLr who, after being cut from last

year's squad worked hard to
improve his game and will see time
at power forward. There is also the
6'6 250 lb body of Marcus Freeman.
Freeman is definitely a project who
the Hawks would love to see pay
big dividends in ilie future. David
Annable will sec some time in the
three spot as well.
There is no doubt that the
Hawks are definitely going to struggle, ilie lack of height makes this a
given. Fortunately Ontario's oilier
basketball teams are by and large
undergoing transition. Only Mac and
Western are clearly ah ead of the
pack.
However, iliere are strong teams
in Guelph and Brock, so Lawier will
like ly fig h t it out with Windsor,
Lakehead, and UW for the final two
playoff spots.
While ilie Hawks have ilie talent
to get one of those two spots the
youtJ1 ru1d inexperience of the team
will likely be too much to overcome.
The Hawks coaching staff says that
WLU is shooting for a .500 record.
The real purpose of this season is to
bP usc it as a stepping stone to t11C
future. In a year or two ilie I Iawks
will be a veteran squad and will
hopefully have acquLred some more
size up front. If nothing else this
Hawks team will be much mon'
exciting than last yPar's team to
watch, their indifferent play for
much of the sea<>on was sLmply f.iustrat.ing to watch.
The Hawks' first ganw \\ill be a
real test of theLr perseverance as
iliPy face nationally ranked \\'estern
tonight at 8:00pm.

The rest of the ack
OUAA West division pre

GREG CHOWNYK
CORD SPORTS

With tlw Golden llawk men 's basketball squad getting ilicir c;cason
unc!Prway iliis evening, ilicre is no
better time ilian now to look at how
tl1c rest of ilie OUM West division
staeks up. So, here it goes- a team
by team analysis of the compPtition
ilic I Iawks will face tl1is year:

Brod< Badgers
The Badgers will
have to deal witl1
ilic loss of standou t point gu ard
David Picton, who
led ilie conference
in sco ring last
ycru~ was a two t.in1e All-Canadian,
and also led ilie conference in scoring last year. With a faLrly young
squad, head coach Ken Murray will
look to Ryan Fabi and Picton 's
replacemen t, Sam Fuca, to make
key con tributions throughout the
season.
The Badgers should fmish somewhere in the middle of the pack,
fourth spot at best, and will be
around come playoff time
1997 vs J!VLU- Jan. 18 @Brock, Feb.
26@ J!VLU
ll January 15, 1997 ;;heCord

Guelph
Gryphons
One of the only
d . th

, "'}{~ ,,.

""i'•l·• l t~

~~~:in~~~~= tfj~~*k

Iengc top ranked ·- ·········....................._.

McMaster for the
title.
The Gryphons have some solid
veteran talent. in 01arles Yearwood,
Paul Eldridge and Collin Jones who
will be looked upon by coach Tun
Darling to come up big on the offensive en d. Traditionally a strong
defensive squad, if the Gryphs can
be consistent offensively, they m ay
find themselves creeping closer and
closer to McMaster as ilie season
progresses.
1997 vs J!VLU- Jan. 22 @ Guelph,
Feb. 8@ J!VLU
Lakehead Nor'Westers
A team that the
Hawks figured. ....
they could beat • 1.
last year arrived ·,.·Miiiiii8iliiili~ii'·
at Laurier in
February
and
walked away witl1 botl1 games wiiliout much of a problem. The team
;j.

fr om Thw1der Bay has lost som e
key contributors to graduation and
\\ill look fur some of their recruits to
step in right away. The Nor'Westers
are a team that will have to work
h ard and experience some luck if
they hope to be around come playoff
time.
199 7 vs WLU- Feb. 2 1122 @
Lakehead

McMaster
Marauders
Definitely the class
of the division a11d
the league. Th e
Marauders enter
the season ranked number one in
ilie nation and coach Joe Raso has
put togeilier a team iliat appears to
have all th e tools . Le d by AllCanadian Titus Channer and
Keegan J ohnson, the Marauders
will have no trouble scoring this season.
Tirrow in big man James Akrong
and this is a team that may be playing for all in Halifax come the end of
March.
. 1997 vs ¥1--Z.U- Feb. 5 @McMaster;
15 @ Hi.U

J Feb.

Waterloo Warriors
An o th e r o n e of
the young squads
in the division, the
Warriors ""ill look
to third year
sp ee dy
point
guard
Mano
l
Wa tsa and for- Warr ors
ward Mark Eys to generate much of .
the offense. After those two, there is
not r eally much of a supporting cast.
Oose to half of theLr roster is first
year players, although it didn't show
in theLr open er against McMaster
this past Saturday. It will be interesting to see how well head boss
Tom Kieswetter can gel his team
together as the season progresses.
1997 vs J!VLU- Jan. 25@ J!VLU. Feb.
12@ ~terloo

g

Western Mustangs

Just like the ir
football and hockey t eams , th e
·
Mustang b a ske tball program was
.
als o hit hard by
graduation. Much
of this yea r 's e diti on will foc us
a round Chris We bber, a trans fer
from ilie University of Wmnipeg as

well as guard Brandon Noonan and
ce n tr e
Nige l Ra wl in gs. A
Tra dition a lly s tron g squ ad . head
coach Craig Boydell is hoping his
team h as got w hat it takes. The
Mustangs are a defini te loek for lhe
playoll's, and a r e th e only other
team besides Guelph iliat may offer
McMaster some trouble.
1997 vs J!VLU- Jan. 15 @ WLU. Feb.
1 @Western

Windsor Lancers
The only te am
-~ ~
that the Hawks}..,,/'"'"'·'·' " ."·~
manage d to b eat .,dUCCI S
last y e ar,
the
Wmdsor Lancers enter this season
with mu ch of th e same squad.
Leading the way for h ead coach
Nike Havey will be Matt McMillian
a nd s e cond year big man Geoff
Stead. McMillian was a division allstar last year and will once again be
looked upon to lead a Lancer squad
iliat won't be much of a threat this
season. They will once again be one
of the teams that Laurier will be
looking to pick up a victory against.
1997 vs J!VLU- Jan. 29 @ WLU. Mw.
1 @ Hm dsor
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Third period blues
w
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Kearns: "We know we can beat
Waterloo we owe them."
-

JIM DONNELLY
Cord Sports

It's tough to win when you don't
score, no matter how hard you work

or how many chances you have.
In a difficult weekend during
which the Laurier men's hockey
team scored a grand total of exactly
two goals, the Hawks dropped two
out of as many games to fall to a
dismal 3-10-1 on the season.
The team took on York at home
last Saturday afternoon in an out-

and-out defensive battle that
claimed yet another forward to the
growing injury list. Darren Lowe
blew out his knee early in the game,
joining David Kline and Jeff Squires
on the sidelines. It's doubtful that
Lowe will return this season.
The Hawks' Maitin Keams put
Laurier on the board first on the
power play at 9:50 of the first period.
Unfortunately, even though
Laurier managed to maintain it's
one goal lead until the third period,
they couldn't keep the enemy shut
out forever at 12:14 of the third
period Ben Davis scored on the
power play for York to tie the game.
Then with 3:22 remaining Sasha
Cucuz tallied the heartbreaking winning goal.
"We had key opportunities to
increase our lead," St'iid head coach
Wayne Gowing, "but we failed to
capitalize on any of them. It was a
disappointing loss."
The Hawks were outshot 37-17
in the game, and 17-3 in the disastrous third period which saw both of
the York goals.
-

of scoring," said veteran defenseman and team captain Martin
Kearns. "We've worked hard and
created opportunities, but we just
haven't been able to put the puck in
the net as often as we'd like."
Gowing agrees. "Defensively, tliis
is one of the best teams I have ever
coached. I can't question our work
ethic, either. However, we are lacking the necessary offensive tools to
ouLscore most teams."
With the I lawks playing a homeand-home series with Waterloo this
Thursday the competition will only
get stiffer, but the team seems prepared for the challenge.
"I'm extremely excited about
this week's games," said Kearns.
"We've had some of our best
moments against Waterloo, and
everyone always comes to play hard
against them. I know we can win
we owe them.."
"We're still positive everyone
who follows this team knows we
have some excellent moments. The
key is putting it together in a full 60
minutes of hockey."
Whether the I lawks can actually

Things only got worse for the
I lawks on Sunday. Despite outplaying an excellent Laurientian squad,
the team once again managed only
one me;tsley goal through the first
two periods and entered the evil
third period tied with the
Sudbarians.
Tragedy struck the Hawks, as
against York, in the third.
Laurentian scored the go-ahead
goal just minutes into the period,
and after a fierce struggle by
Laurier to tie the game Los
Voyageurs potted two insurance
goals late in the game to ensure the
victory.
"Recently, it has been very difficult for us to stay competitive for an
entire 60 minutes of hockey,"said
Gowing. "Because of the injuries
we've suffered, we're usually running on empty by the time the third
period rolls around."
Be it the injury factor or otherwise, the team desperately needs to
improve it's third period play if it is
to remain in the playoff hunt.
"1 don't think injuries have hurt
us quite as much as our overall lack

PRLHOTE
Lowe: Rookie forward more
than likely gone for season
stay competitive ail game against
the first-place Warriors after their
previous loss to them (a 9-0 shellacking at Waterloo) remains to be
seen. I.aurier will have to bury the
puck when they get the chance, or
Waterloo will run right over them.
"Our first priority is for everyone
on the team to have fun," said
Kearns. "You could say that the
Hawks are not measuring success
by wins or losses, but rather by a
solid team effort."

-

-

Golden Hawk
Sport Shorts
GREG CHOWNYK
Cord Sports
Swim team head to

championships
Willi 'championship season' quickly
approaching for the school's varsity
swim team, two Hawks have been
succesful in securring spots in the
CIAU championships held at the end
of February at Brock. Rookie Dayna
Patterson, who has been strong all
season long, locked up a spot in the
800 metre freestlye after she met
the qualifying standard at a meet
back on November 30. A few weeks
later, men's captain Tom Fuke qualified in the 200 metre breaststroke at
a club meet in Ftobicoke. The second year student currently ranks
first in the OUAA and second in the
CIAU in that event.
This past weekend, the swim
Hawks competed in the WaterlooGuelph Invitational where both the
men's and women's team placed a
respectable fourth. Patterson led
the way, winning both the 200 metre
backstroke and the 400 metre
freestlye and also placing third in
the 200 metre freestlye. Fuke also
had a soliod outing winning both the
100 and 200 metre breaststrokes.
Strong swims were also put forth by
Jenny Parwicki, Ashley Wright,
Terra Fielder, Christina Polano and
the men's 400 metre medley relay
team consisting of Rob Guthrie,
Darrin Nikolaus, John Peleck and

Fuke.

The Hawks are in action this
weekend when they host both
Lauretian and Waterloo. Start
times arc 6:lspm Friday and 10:45
am Saturday.
Volleyball tourney this weekend
Laurier hosts the annual Can-Am
tournament this weekend at the
Athletic Complex getting underway
Friday afternoon at 1:00pm.
Competing along with the Hawks
will be division rival Guelph as well
cis the McGill Redmen and Vassar
College from New York, a team that
hosted the 1 lawks last season. The
tourney finishes Saturday evening
with the bronze medal game going
at 6:oopm and the gold medal finale
scheduled to get underway at
8:00pm.
Women's Hockey Notes
Laurier's Amy Turek sat third in
league scoring heading into this past
weekend's action although she
missed the Hawks outing against
York on Sunday. The Hawks travel
to play first place and undefeated
Toronto this week where the Blues
will be without three of their top
players who will be in Montreal
attending the National Team
Selection Camp. 'Hie Blues have only
given up 3 goals against in their first
9 games... The OWIAA championships will be hostedthis season by
Laurier this season and will take
place February 15 & 16.
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Health
SUZANNE HUNTJENS
AND MIKE MCKENNA
CORD SPORTS
The coming of the new year has

brought about many resolutions and
soon to be unkept promises. No
need to worry though because help
is around the corner.
The creation of the Health and
Fitness Awareness Committee within the Department of University
Adah's is intended to sei-ve you, the
YVLU student. The team of students
is ready to help by bringing a new
outlook towards the benefits of a
healthy lifestyle in the laurier community.
The committee is made up of six
enthusiastic individuals including
Katie Earle. Andy Uoermann,
Suzanne Iluntjens, Bill (slip, Mike
McKenna and Matt Roque. Some of
the goals the team is striving
towards include promoting the
importance of health and fitness in
everyday life. This will be ac.com-

&

fitness at Laurier

plishcd by providing services, information and programs to help
ensure the well being of the university.
Some of the upcoming events
and promotions will include a Cord
column in which your health and fitness concerns and questions can be
addressed. The team also hopes to
i*un various on-campus events such
as fitness seminars and demonstrations of the latest fitness trends such
as boxercise, martial arts, and the
newest aerobic fads. Watch out
around campus for our upcoming
events and improvements in your
favourite hangouts such as the
Athletic Complex. Wilfs and the concourse.
Should you have any questions,
comments or concerns you can find
Suzanne in the Student Union office
during her office hours on Tuesdays
from 2:3opm to 4:3opm. You can
also address the team online at
00hfac@machl .wlu.ca, or drop a
note in our mailbox in the Student

Union office.
Health Question of the Week
Over the holidays I ate a few too
many cookies and Christmas
delights and am now feeling the
pinch. My pants fit a little too snug
and I just don't feel the same about
myself any more. Can you help me?
Conscious Cameron
Well Cam it sounds like you need
some advice. Worry no more, we
are here to help. You have to make
sure you lose a few pounds the right
way. First of all, you need to exercise at least three to four times a
week for half an hour or more. You
can do so by doing things such as
jogging, riding the stairmaster, exercise bike or even a casual walk in
the park. You must incorporate a
healthy attitude into your daily life in
order to slim down and feel better
about yourself. Remember though
that tlus can't be achieved overnight.
Set out short term goals for youi-self,

HENSL
MARION
PHOT:

Need to get in shape? Laurier's newest committee can help
remain motivated and don't get discouraged if things don't go exactly
as planned. Start by making a conscious effort to cat well, stay active
and limit your coasumption of alco-

holic beverages. Remember that
incorporating these habits into your
life now have a positive effect on
your life in the future. Good luck.
Healthy Hutch and Mighty Mike

Breakdown
hurts
Hawks
Women's hockey moves into
place
fourth

CRAIG TULLETT
Cord sports

was something missing from
the women's hockey team Sunday
night as they played host to the second place York Yeowomen. It certainly wasn't effort, grit, determination or heart. In fact, it wasn't even
what was missing, but rather who
was missing.
'Hie Hawks took to the ice without their captain and leading scorer
Amy Turek and assistant captains
Cheryl Pounder and Stephanie Kay.
'Hie result was a 4-3 loss in the

Then)

end for the Hawks.
"They have commitments elsewhere to fulfill," said head coach
Kelly Katorji in reference to his
missing players. "We have to make
due v\ith what we have."
Katorji looked to veteran player
Jen Krog to pick up the slack for the
missing players. "She is one of our
more talented players," boasted
Katorji. "We count on her to score
and kill penalties."
Krog did not disappoint early on
as she set up rookie Caroline Hall,
who scored her first of two on the

evening 5 minutes into the game to
put the 1 lawks up by one.
However the lead lasted only 33
seconds as York battled right back
to even the score at one a piece.
Hawk goalkeeper Charmaine Boteju
turned away a ban-age of shots late
in the first period to preserve die 11 tie.
The Yeowomen scored two
unanswered goals in the second
period as the Hawks quietly self
destructed.
"We were doing things wrong
that we never do wrong," said

Katoiji. "I told them to stop being so
nice, Christmas is over."
With that in mind, the Hawks
stormed back in third period and
took back what they had so generously given York earlier, haulier's
power play came to life with 8 minutes left in the game as they were
able to capitalize on a two man
advantage. Kim Shillington scored
three seconds into the second York
penalty to draw the Hawks within
one.
Still on the power play, Hall
evened things up as she slipped the

puck past a sprawling York goalie to
record her second of the night.
"She has raw talent and is slowly
learning the game," noted Katoiji of
Hall's development. "Her confidence
level has risen and she is starting to
understand more of the things we
are teaching her."
However the Hawks' effort was
gone to waste as York scored the
game winner with 3 minutes left.
The victory knocks Laurier into
fourth spot, although only a point
behind third place Guelph and two
behind York.
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Grabbing some air at Blue Mountain with the Ski Snowboard Club.

I
"

ASK FOR DETAILS!

&

SCOTT JORGONS
Cord Sports
Last Friday, the Laurier Ski and
Snowboard Club held its first trip of
the year. The destination was
Ontario's largest, and arguably best
ski hill. Blue Mountain, located in

Collurnvood.

Students flocked to the concourse
last Wednesday and Thursday to
sign up as members and take
advantage of the club's low ticket
price of $25. The club is able to offer
14 January 15, 1997 theCord

Offer

such a low price through a combination oflow group rates offered by the
folks at Blue Mountain, membership
fees and also some subsidizing from
the WLUSU Campus Clubs.
Needless to say, the students
enjoyed great conditions due to the
recent snow dump that the region
has experienced.
The club plans to organize additional trips to Blue Mountain on
Friday die 26th. The club's ticket
booth can be found in the concourse
throughout die week.
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ENTERTAINMENT

Jackie Chan strikes again
CAESAR MARTINI
Cord Entertainment

Film: Jackie Chan's First Strike
Starring: Jackie Chan
Director Stanley Tong
Secret agents, terrorists, and jumpkicks abound in Jackie Chan's latest
kung-fu flick: Jackie Chan's First
Strike.
The movie is about a Hong
Kong cop who stumbles into a
rather messy situation involving a
renegade CIA agent who's trying to
sell a nuclear bomb on the black
market.
As always, Chan's character is a
reluctant, in-over-his-head type,
who practically bumbles into a
number of deadly situations, and
then has to struggle desperately to
stay alive. James Bond he's not.
But James Bond just isn't this
entertaining (no, not even Sean
Connery).
If you are new to the Jackie
Chan movie, shame on you, you've
missed out on action scenes that
will blow your mind.
However, it's important to
remember that these are foreign
films, and thus fall considerably
short of North American standards
of acting, plot development, budget,
and dialogue.
However, Chan's films have
recently gained quite a bit of popu-

Are you ready to rumble?

larity in the West, and have gained
a huge cult following in North
America. Jackie Chan is making a
huge splash in the Western world.
In fact, tills film is being labelled
as Jackie Chan's "first American
film", but I personally don't see any
huge difference. The movie follows
the typical Chan formula and even
has actors from other Jackie Chan
films.

Jackie does
plenty of

acrobatics;
jumping,
flipping,
and rolling

every
which way.

Like Chans other movies, First
Strike is dubbed and low-budget. It
is also directed by Stanley Tong,
who worked with Chan in Rumble
in The Bronx and Supercop.
Fortunately, also like Chan's
other recent films, First Strike is

packed with jaw-dropping stunts,
rapid-fire fights, slapstick humour,
and amazing action scenes.
Jackie does plenty of acrobatics; jumping, flipping, and rolling
every which way. Chan proves
again that he's one of the most
amazing athletes in the world. Fans
will not be disappointed.
However, there are some differences between Chan's "first
American film" and Ills last handful
of movies. Happily, the plot in First
Strike is far superior to the plot in
any other Chan film.
And thankfully, the dialogue is
considerably better than, say,
Rumble in The Bronx.
All in all, First Strike is quite an
improvement over Chan's earlier
films. It has a more developed plot,
more stunts, more comedy, and
more action than Supercop and
Rumble, and it's a thrill to watch.
My only gripe is that there
aren't enough fight scenes in First
Strike. In fact, there are only two
prolonged fights in the whole
movie, and though the first one
alone is worth more than the ticket
price, I was expecting more martial
arts action. After all, no one does
fight scenes better than Jackie
Chan.
If you're a Jackie Chan fan, rush
over to see this movie.
If you're not a fan, now is a
great time to start.

Farce withinfarce withinfarce
lives of the actors. ("Things aren't going

AARON HUNTER

weU...")

CORD ENTERTAINMEN

Action within action? A play within a play?
Like a Russian doll, the University Players'
production of "Noises Off' promises to be
more complex than its polished surface might
suggest.
Directed by Alan I loch, "Noises Off" will
give audience members the chance to observe
the comic trials and passions of a touring the-

Michael Frayn's script originally called for
a revolving

stage, in order to let the audience

observe from a backstage perspective in the

every person on stage," Hoch explained.
"There's the actor in the play, that actor's
character, and the actor who plays the actor. It
gets complicated. We've got to keep them all
separate."

-

atre company.
Simply put, the play is about a group of
people putting on a play; the audience will spy
on their troubled rehearsals and their backstage stresses, as well as actually enjoying the
play they perform. The title refers to the noises from oU's(age.
Both plays (outer and inner) are farces
the "cast" and "crew" work strenuously to
pull together a frantic sex comedy called
"Nothing's On," and the audience, a step back
from the action, gets to watch a host of ridiculous situations unfold around the set in the
-

Where
to
Hang

second act. Instead, the University Players are
going to roust the audience out of its complacency and get everyone to move to seats on
the other side into a jittery behind-the-scenes
world.
It is not hard to believe that a 'play within
a play' presents some creative challenges.
"There are essentially three people for
-

artists, under the guidance of
Linda Carson. Proceeds to The
Raise the Roof! campaign. Both
auction slots go from 7-10pm.
Final bidding is on Sun. Jan. 26,2spm. Call Dawn at 894-6157 from
more info.
Sat Jan. 18
Our Lady Peace at Fed Hall.
Habitat for Humanity benefit at
Wilfs: Matt Osborne, Paintbox and
•

•

Tburs. Jan. 16
Jacksoul at the Bombshelter.
Thurs. Jan. 16 Sat Jan. 18
Niurs. Jan. 23-Sat Jan. 25
Silent Faces in Silent Auction at
the K-W Little Theatre. An auction
of decorative masks made by K-W
•

-

•

&

others
Sunday Jan. 19
MTSA (Music Therapy Students'
Association) presents a Music
Therapy benefit concert at the
Maureen Forrester Recital IlaLl,
2:00 pm. All proceeds go toward
•

Hoch directed one of last year's one-act
plays, "27 Wagons Full of Cotton," and he is
glad to be back in the university theatre environment.
"It's great not to have to worry about
painting, building, props.... I have a lot of freedom to work with the actors real quality
time."
Since beginning work on "Noises Off' in
early October, it has become strangely apparent how well the scripted hijinks match what
really does occur as Hoch and his colleagues
put together the show.
"During every rehearsal we find something new and brilliant about the script....
There are a lot of interesting parallels."
Unlike "Nothing's On," the preparations for
"Noises Off' are going quite well. The curtain
will rise on tills ambitious and highly choreographed piece of theatre for four nights next
week: Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 8 pm, in the Theatre Auditorium
(Aird Building). Admission will be $7.00.

Hoch claims that he would never have
been able to stage this play at Kitchener's
Resurrection Catholic Secondary School,
where he teaches drama. Besides the questions of mature (read 'racy') content and language, a high school just does not have the
space or the resources for a production of this
scope.

WLU Chapel Choir. Bpm, Maureen
Adults $8,
Forrester Recital
seniors $4; Laurier Students, highschool students, and people with

community music therapy services.
Wed. Jan 22
Meet the Author: Doris Anderson

Hail.

•

will discuss her book Rebel
Daughter. 12pm in the Paul
Martin Centre.
Wed. Jan. 22 Sat Jan. 25
WLU University Players presents
"Noises Off." Michael Frayn's comedy, directed by Alan Iloch, plays
at the WLU Theatre Auditorium.
$7.00 adm. Shows at Bpm.
Thurs. Jan. 23
Waterloo's own Reson at the
Bombshelter. G) release party.
Fri. Jan. 23
WLU Baroque Ensemble with the
-

•

•

•

special needs free.
Fri. Jan 25
The Rheostatics at UW's
Humanities Theatre.
Thurs. Jan 30
Acid Jazz Meltdown with One Step
Beyond at the Bombshelter.
Fri. Feb. 7
Moist at Fed Hall.
Sat Feb. 8
CD Release party for 'Taster" featuring local Musicians' Network
artists; at WilPs. $3.00 non-members; members free.
•

•

•

•
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Fine, fine cuisine

Krebs

offers an alternative to McDinner

JAMES EATON AND
JENNIFER MARTIN
Cord Entertainment

In the past few weeks, our adventures in dining have been taking us to restaurants that

<

On her suggestion, Jen started out with the
French Onion Soup ($3.95), while James stuck
to his norm and had Garlic Bread with Cheese

could be described as roadhouse style, so we
decided to shake tilings up this week and go
somewhere a little different. We let our fingel's do tiie walking and made reservations at
Krebs, located at 130 King Street South across
from Waterloo Town Square.
It should also be noted that Krebs is owned
the
same people who own Ali Baba Steak
by
1 louse and Three Bridges.
Our expectations were high, as we had
both heard nothing but good things about
these restaurants, so we were looking forward to a great meal.
Upon entering the restaurant, you feel an
air of class without being too stuffy. We
dressed casual (jeans and sweaters) and did
not feel underdressed, although there were
some people in suits.
Our waitress introduced herself and we
can easily say that she was probably the best
waitress we have had this year.

(A

($4.25).

We were both suprised at the prices given
the cost of appetizers at other restaurants
recently reviewed.
Botli were excellent and left us with high
expectations for our main courses.
Needless to say, we were not disappointed.
James had the 12 oz. New York, medium rare
served with potato and vegetables ($18.95)
and Jen ordered the Chicken Apple Ginger
($13.95), which is a breast of chicken stuffed
with apples and ginger and came with raspberry port sauce. Everytliing about this meal
was excellent and left you feeling that you
really got your money's woilh.
As a student, you can grow tired of pub
grub and the golden arches very quickly, and
it takes a restaurant like Krebs to show you

what fine dining is all about.
Our meal with tax and tip was around
$55.
We would both highly recommend this
place if you are looking for a place to celebrate
a special occasion or to have one of the tastiest
steaks this side of the Keg.

Administration
Doctoral Programs
Biology
Art History
Art Education
Chemistry
Building Studies
Civil Engineering
Communication
Computer Science
Educational
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genocide.

Edward Kissi has always thought that many of the
famines which have afflicted African countries were
political and man-made, strategic tools used to achieve
military objectives. Armed with a Rockefeller Foundation
grant and with the help of Dr. Chalk, he set off forji
i
t t
c
Ethiopia in 1994 to test his own theories. He found
little comfort in being right.
i

•

•

Towards a more humane future
As Dr. Chalk so aptly puts it: "Understanding the ideologies of hate that drive people to genocide is the first step

B8 112

Master's Programs

in working towards a more humane future." And that
s very much on his and Kissis agendas. In the spring
of 1996, Chalk travelled to The Hague where he helped
prosecutors in the coming war crimes trials of former
Rwandan and Yugoslavian leaders prepare the cases
they will present to the International Criminal Tribunal.
As for Kissi, he plans on returning to Ghana to assist
in development efforts which, he hopes, will "help turn
things around in Africa."
,
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Business
Business Administration
Administration (Airline and Aviation
Business Administration
Option)
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Computer Science Educational Studies
Educational Technology Economics
Electrical and Computer Engineering
English
Geography (Political Science
Judaic Studies
History
Option)
Mathematics Master in the Teaching of
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
•
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why Concordia?
Because Concordia offers more than 160 undergraduate
ancl graduate programs on a full- and part-time basis,
with strong reputations in business studies, communications> psyc hology, history, fine arts, engineering and
computer science. Because its college system offers a
personalized approach to education. Because its friendly
atmosphere,
very accessible professors and a student body
i
truly representative of Montreal's diverse population
make it a unique experience.
Because, at Concordia, you get to study with professors
like Frank Chalk. And many others who are just as interesting. And who care just as much.
'

1
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Printmaking

.Political Science
Public
Psychology
and photography
Policy and Public Administration

Physics
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Sculpture, Ceramicsand
opeciai inuivr
Soc O O£V
Arts
Programs
Studio
dualized
Theological Studies Graduate Diploma
Religion
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Studies
Policy
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Religious

Translation
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Adult

Communicat , on
Economic

Computer Science
Ecotoxicology

Theological,

•

Institutional

and

Ethical
Graduate

To be considered, applications
Graduate Fellowships should
received by February 1, 1997.

Real education for the real world
H3G
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Mechanical Engineering

Mathematics

Ir|T9j 101

1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. W„ Montreal

•

-
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Aerospace

From the Holocaust to man-made famines
History Professor Frank Chalk, a New York native,
and Ghana-born doctoral student Edward Kissi share
an intimate and profound knowledge of genocide
and of its devastating effects throughout history.
Dr. Chalk specializes in the historical understanding
of genocide and is renowned worldwide for his
Holocaust-related research. He is one of the founders
the Montreal Institute
and major driving forces behind
• l
j■
c
for Genocide and Human Rights Studies, an organization
which seeks to develop and mobilize scholarly resources
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Computer Engineering
Interdisciplinary

to save lives
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ear candy

Drool Puddy:
Hundred Foot Keepoff.
Independent

Drool Puddy's Hundred Foot
Keepoff is their debut release, and it
shows some real potential. As lead
singer Brandon Watson says, "This
is just our 1 i2 rst album. We wanted

to have fun with it and get our old
stuff out of the way." They present
a package of songs that are at times
great and overall very good for their
first time around.
"Brazenhead" rocks with some
pretty cool harmonica sounds to
match the driving guitar, making it
one of the album s highlights. The
band is not afraid to mix up their
styles either. "DP Wrap" is an
impromptu rap (about the band, of
course!) written by the guitarists,
Darryl Kelman and Jason Slaughter.
Drummer Mike Wakeam provides a solid foundation for the band
throughout the album, especially his
bongo work on songs like
"Drunkard," a Finnegan's Wake tale
with a great beat.
There is something about a

Letters
From Ben

Citizen suggests 'flavour' hike

band in the early years of their
growth that makes them easy to
relate to. This is apparent in "My
Toque's Too Tight": "Twenty
below/Its cold on the earaHeads all
cold/I can't hear/1 need my toque/but
its on too tight."
Influences are difficult to pin
down, but tliere is no denying the
Doors influence on the final song
"Spectrum," the best overall song
on the album.
If you like music by a band that
can play and has a good time doing
it, look for Hundred Foot Keepoff up
at all local record-selling type
places.
Tim Durkin

Working for the first time with
Canadian producer Daniel Lanois
(U2, Peter Gabriel), "Fever In
Fever Out" represents a significant
achievement. Each of the fourteen
tracks provide the listener with a
snap-shot of a single moment, portraying both the atmosphere and
mood at that point in time. Stand
out songs like "Naked Eye" and
"Why Do I lie" are both excellent
examples of the quality and depth of
the album.
It's arguable that the band is too
preoccupied with the development
of an overall mood for the album
and consequently, the quality of
some ofthe songs suffers.
At times it does seem that the
band strays somewhat from more
driving pop songs in search of a
more relaxed sound that fits within
the framework of this album.
Yet, with this said, "Fever In
Fever Out" is an excellent album
with interesting lyrics and impressive mixes which combine to create
a fairly consistent mood that the
album as a whole imparts upon the
listener.
Rob Peterman

Luscious Jackson
Fever In Fever Out
Capital Records
Lucious Jackson emerged in the
Nineties as a band with a truly distinctive sound. Their music combines diverse influences such as
new wave, hip hop, reggae and
punk, blending them together to
create a unique vibe.
This four-woman band, named
for retired Philadelphia 76ers basketball star Luscious Jackson, has
spent the past year opening concerts for R.E.M., and the Beastie
Boys. This type of range not only
hints at the band s diversity, but also
at their wide appeal.

Mobb Deep
Hell on Earth
Loud Records
Following up the debut gold release.
Prodigy and Havoc have come out

Dear Editor,

It seems to me that smoking tobacco cigarettes continues to be a popular
vice for freshmen and seniors alike. This must end. I realize that getting
people to stop smoking is about as likely as somebody making a living
publishing a gay Vegetarian Clean'n'Sober Laurier Students' Marilyn
Manson Fanclub Newsletter, but something must be done. Perhaps if I
contacted the tobacco companies and persuaded them to increase the
nicotine content in a cigarette ten or twenty fold, the death side effect
would occur more suddenly and instantaneously. If only "How Bizarre"
by OMC cleared the Turret dance floor as quickly as would my fiendish,
murderous plot. Cough. Wheeeeeeeeeeez. This is not a threat.
Ben Harris

swinging again with their sophomore effort "Hell On Earth."
This album will please any rap
fan. There are great rhymes, heavy
beats, and the ever ambiguous
knowledge-droppin'. This album
drops wisdom piece by piece,
smashing it into even tinier pieces,
making it difficult to find.
The opening track "Animal
Instinct" provides some of the street
knowledge that rap is infamous for:
"I'm tired of living life this way /
ciimes pay / but for how long? Till
you reach your downfall...."
Unfortunately, while this album
is a top-notch rap album, it shows
no real progression in the genre.
Rap music has grown lethargic in its
attempts at "keeping it real." Ice-T
was telling us of the horrors of the
streets ten years ago.
It is true that the music has gone
through the gangsta rap, to g-funk,
to the b-boys of today but really not
much has changed. Girls, money,
and killing are still the buzz words
of rap. And they're the buzz words
ofMobb Deep.
Nevertheless, "Hell on Earth"
remains a quality rap album.
Though group members Prodigy
and Havoc could certainly carry it
alone, there are guest appearances
by record stable members Chef
Raekwon, Method Man, and Noyd.
The album also comes computer
enhanced. It gives you lots to click
on with bios, news and videos.
There is also a hidden song that you
can only access by a code: to find
"In the Long Run," died 652-5838 on
the phone screen.
Tim Durkin

FOR TICKET INFORMATION
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO

888-4090

1 BACK TO SCHOOL

)AM
FR.
JAN. |MjTTTTJiTTTTMWWiWWMMMB

Charity case promises hooting
Dear Editor,
I would like to bring to your attention a fund-raiser I am holding to help
me pay for some things.
Number One: I need some hip-waders to wear to school because
someone has seen fit to construct a giant wall of snow and ice along the
perimeter of the campus. I have fallen on my "assal areas" many a time
whilst trying to walk to all of my glorious classes. (Happy New Year
Professors!)
Number Two: I need something to replace my balaclava. The cold
January hell-storm has forced me to don the black menace and this has
brought upon my head many childish insults. One sassy teen shouted
"Get outta my neighbourhood, Professor Goofy Gorilla!" I was much less

than flattered.
Number Three: Upon arriving back in Waterloo for the winter term, I
felt proud that I had not forgotten anything important at home. Just as I
was patting myself on the back, I opened my sock drawer to fill it with
fresh clean new Christmas socks, only to realize that they were safe and
warm at my permanent address (one hour away by car). Luckily, I had
some of my mother's socks with me, but these are quickly becoming too
comfortable and I would appreciate some regular socks of the tube vari-

ety.

I feel secure in the knowledge that the WLU community will blindly
fork over hundreds of dollars to me. Rest assured that you will be repaid.
■ ■ With snickers and hooting galore.
Ben Harris

"TOU^I
SAT
jan.

25
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WILD WEST NIBBn
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THE BIGGEST PARTY OF WINTER
WE'RE GIVING AWAY A SNOWBOARD,
SKI JACKET, PASSES TO BLUE
MOUNTAIN AND MORE!
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candy

brain
droids

Diner Chat

The Relationships Saviour

sam varteniuk

i was thumbing through the

University of New York found that late night snacking
has no effect on your weight! 'Hie study found that the
number of calorics consumed per day was all that mattered and that time of day has no effect on converting
food into fat! (So all of you radical dieters, eat up!)

Welcome back! Diner Ghat is back for 1997 to help you
fill those uncomfortable silences with strange and
unusual true facts! The New Year I'm sure has probably
brought a lot of you back with resolutions: To not study...
for less than an hour, to drink... less and meet more
people especially those wonderful beings of the opposite
sex!

underwear sectioon

of the sears and roebuck catalouge
when i noticed by the arch
of the eyebrows
of one of the models
that she was a droid
tills was hardly surprising to me
as i was well aware thai human models
had long since been replaced
with droids
the latter being far more durable and inexpensive

Problem"?
Answer.

•

Supersmart Supermodels
Crawford, before her career
as a cover girl, won a chemical engineering scholarship
to Northwestern University. Chanel's new face, Stella
Tenant studied sculpting at the Winchester School of
Art. Christy Turlington has studied Ail I listoiy at New
York University and Carol Alt enrolled in pro-law classes
at 1 lolstrata University!

Where do you start?

1

Right here. Position eyes lower on
column and read witty, but true stories to use
a; intellectual content on your next date with that "special someone."

what was distressing was that
closer inspection
i noticed that the droid was pregnant
presumably with a droid child;
as who would consent
to having their fetus
committed to a droid
for gestation?
011

■

eating th°se
~U+cnaCKS*
imdni3" tsn

Keep
.

A

.

study

done at
coiic» n

.

until this point
i had been firm in my conviction
that droids could not propagate
and i quickly recognized this
for what it was:
a sinister plot
to take over the world
it was only then that i heeded

what i had at the time
taken to be the paranoid ravings
of an idiot
yes. it was then that i knew
what ben had said was true...
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Meet someone
s P ec a ' or j us t
'

Sits sleeping by a restaurant
can half-filled with pencils.

The Hopeful
rcw

thephSlie?

Walk on,
float in a dime
or not
remove a Treasure.
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LOCAL CALL

.Sv 658-25«8

only hunger Ls Free
the Joint thriving behind him.
Exit
arms overflowing with fragrant fries
spare the unspent change
he dreams.

.v ;

'

c |W6 PhoncTcch Corp. docs not scrccn callcrs and assumes ao liability when meeting through ihis sen ice. Adults Oul> IS
658-25X8 is a free local call Outside the local calling area long distance charges may appl>

rcw

In the English Language, "1" isn't the
middle word.
To think of others first, I would say is
a Virtue.
And just how kind am 1, that You
come before Me?
Very kind, 1 would say.
Do you believe what 1 have told you
now?
You should, I would say.
So then is "1" the First word?
certainly,
"1" is Last.
Most
And please take heed of that which I
have set forth in front of you.
For Hypocritical, I am not.

*

Flat Rate Long Distance.As low as $29.95/month.
Oall

virtually everywhere in southern Ontario, as well as major centres
in British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba and Quebec for just one low
monthly flat rate.There's no need to switch from your present phone company
to take advantage of our incredible savings, ('.ill to discover why thousands of
people are taking advantage of our flat rate savings packages.
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strved by Bell. HC. IV!. AC, I. lid lei and M S Net Coin.

Distance sensitive ratios
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SERVICES
Drop-in Support Group
K-W Sexual Assault Support
Centre/Drop-in group. Women sexu-

assaulted as teens/adults,
Second and fourth Tuesday monthally

ly. Location: Emmanuel United
Church, corner of Albert and
Bridgeport. Time: 1- 3 p.m. More

info: 571-0121.
Support Group
Waterloo Wellington Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis Association
invites K-W area Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome sufferers, their family
and friends to a support group
meeting Tuesday, January 28, 1997
at The Adult Recreation Centre, 185
King St. S. Please call our info line
for die scheduled time: 623-3207.

EMPLOYMENT
TELEMARKETERS
Needed for fundraising. 519-8235750. Evenings and weekends.

live and have some degree of ereativity.
Peer Learning Assistants are volunteers who work approximately 5
hours per week for 10-12 weeks
each semester. Up to four positions
are available. All training will be
provided. For more info and an
form,
contact:
application
Counselling Services, upper floor,
Student Services Centre or call 8841970, ext. 2338. Deadline is Jan. 31.
Summer Full Time Positions
Get a Real Job. Apply online at
www.jobs.samg.com

bedrooms, large living room, large
kitchen, washer/dryer, large paved
parking area, gas heat, partially lurnished.
1/97 lease,
Sept.
$305.00/student/month utilities
extra. Phone 416-491-1370.

BPPRFATinhI
tlCvllCnl
lUt"
Spring Break!
Breakaway's Reading Week sun
packages to Acapulco, Cuba &
Daytona or ski in Panorama, Banff
or Mont Ste. Anne. For more info on
trips or how to travel free, call
Travel CUTS at 886-8228.

research project focusing on the

Spring Break Beach Destinations

If you would like to obtain expert-

22 Ezra St. 5 bedroom. First year

ence in any of these areas, an exciting opportunity exists in Counselling
Services. As a Peer Learning
Assistant, you would assist the
Learning Consultant m planning,
promoting and delivering Laurier's
Study Skills Program.
Qualifications: students must be
entering at least 3rd or 4th year in
Sep. '97, with respectable academic
standing: have a genuine enthusiasm for learning and helping others
develop academically; have sensitivity, patience, responsibility, and selfconfidence; have good communication, interpersonal, problem-solving
and organizational skills; be initia-

girls. $310 per student. May to April
lease. Call collect 1-416-515-8570.

\
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Men's Purple Banff Coat
Taken from Disco Club Meeting at

-

-

-
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HOUSE FOR RENT
6 students, $281/month. May 97
April 98, 33 High St., 10 min. walk
from WLU, great accommodation,
576-4095.

225 Albert Street. Please return, no
questions asked. Contact Rob at
747-2270 or take to Centre Spot.

$7
$10
.10
.50

ff\ /SBSf

\JJ

Placement forms are available
in the Cord office, Students
Union Building. Phone-in
orders can be placed by calling 884-1970 (ext. 3564).
Cash required in advance for
most student classifieds.
Billing available for phone-in
orders and classifieds running
for more than five issues.
Deadline for placements or
cancellations is Tuesday at
12.00 p.m.
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Go FREE!
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House For Rent
Close to W.L.U. May 1997 Aprd
1998. Washer, dryer, fridge, stove
inc. 5 bedrooms. Living, dining, 2
bathrooms. 884-2683.
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5 Bedroom ample size, self con-

tained unit, new lower duplex
R2OOO quality, 2 complete 4 piece
bathrooms, large kitchen, dining
room, living room, laundry facilities,
large paved parking area.
$315.00/student plus utilities. May
1/97 lease. Phone 416-491-1370.

You want to employ it.
i

Ciassilieas.

YbU want to find it,

I I

You want to sell it.

You kU

You want to buy it.
,

>

As a succcssful candidate, vou will be responsible lor designing web pages, iour experience with
Macintosh computers and H IML, vour creativity, and your sense ot aesthetics allow you to create
practical, original and appealing web sites. You are enthusiastic and sell-motivated, and are also able
to vork well with Student Publications slati and its clients, (volunteer position)

£*•

c,

contact:
c

o,>

DavidTrueman, Manager, Imaging Solutions, Student Publications at
(519) 884-0710 ext. 3559, fax: (519) 884-7723 or true6sso(&!machl.wlu.ca.

II
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J
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,

candidate, you will design advertisements, company logomarks, giaphics foi we
sites, and provide a variety of other retail graphic communication services.'lour creati\it\ and
motivation, combined with vour working know ledge ol QuarkXPress and Adobe Photoshop, w ill
enable you to provide high-calibre design services to our clients. You are a team player, but are also
comfortable with independence, (volunteer position)

,

COX*(l
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,

a succcssful

For more information about these positions, please

You want to post it
You W'ant to Say it.,

CjTcipllic Designer

O W VO U

,'i.
want it.

v
You
want to rent it.

The new economy lias plenty of opportunities for individuals interested in graphic
design and the World Wide Web. Many employers are looking for students with strong
experience in these disciplines. Student Publications has recently expanded its
operations, and has volunteer opportunities which can give vou a competitive edge:

Webmaster

You want to know it.
;

You want to see it.

$5
$8
.10

add

COMPUTER MODEM
U.S. Robotices Sportster, external,
33.6 data/fax modem. Brand new, 5
year warranty, all software included. $200.00. Call Scott at 888-9725.

5 Bedroom house, 5 extra large

room. Book 12 friends

,

CT/10 O/iLC
OAI C
tUn

STUDENTS:
30 words or less
31 -60 words
each word over 60
NON-STUDENTS:
30 words or less
31 -60 words
each WOfd over 60
SEMI-DISPLAY ADS:
—

OPPORTUNITIES

.c.

RENT NOW
for September 1997. Prime Spruce
Street location. 5 bedroom units.
Laundry, parking, licensed, 12
month lease. Call Dave, 747-4481.

Bachelor private apartment, bedsitting room, kitchen, bathroom
vv/shower, parking. $390.00/monlh
utilities Included. Sept. 1/97 lease.
Phone 416-491-1370.

Summer Full Time Positions
Get a Real Job. Apply online at
www.jobs.samg.com

Cord

| CLASSIFIEDS RATES |
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rooms, washer/dryer, parking,
$335.00/student all utilities included, partially furnished. May 1/97
lease. Phone 416-491-1370.

DAYTONA BEACH '97
Daytona Beach Spring Break '97. 6
night stay at Beach front Desert Inn
resort in the heart of the action!!
Feb. 16-22. Sold out last year Book
early and save up to $100 per room.
Hotel Room from $99/5 per room.

supplement you income. Northwest
end of Guelph. Polite, clear voices
needed.

HOUSE FOR RENT
7 students, $294/month. May 97
April 98, 307 Lester St., 5 min. walk
from VVI.U, mast be seen, 576-4095.

3 Bedroom private apartment,
living room, kitchen, 1-1/2 bath-

•

.

(of Editor and Circulation Manager positions arc also open.
Applications are available in the Cord officcs (third floor, Student Union Building).
Deadline Jar applications is Friday, January 17, 1997 at 4:30 pm.

theCord January 15, 1997
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GET INVOLVED!!
RUN IN THE WLUSU/WLUSP ELECTION
PICK UPA NOMINATIONS
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RETURN BY
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THE WLUSU OFFICE AND

JANUARY 29, 1997 AT 12:00 P.M.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

PRESIDENT, MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

WLUSP:

PRESIDENT, VICE-PRESIDENT:

WLUSU:

UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS,

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

ELECTION PAY I? FEBRUARY 11, 1997

Graduating?
Have you thought about a career in financial services?
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I know I could build a good career
for my se(f- The freedom of this
s
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in my life and for my future."
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□ I'm looking tor a rewarding career.

I were to sum my reasons

for

□

fa
it would he lifestyle. I enjoy a
*
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much greater lifestyle as a result
°f m) tureer choicc. Also,
}e

.
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thinking, but I wanted to be my

□

want the freedom to build my own
Ifinancial
practice

I^—

For inf°

own boss, with little risk. This

business allows me to do thai!

I

dedicated.

corP orate hierarchical way of
,

success
have a strong design to help people
realize their financial dreams

university tends to prepare you for
,

I would like unlimited earning

potential

services
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e Mutuat Group, check

out our website

"

www.TheMutualGroup.coin

Mutual Life of Canada, lead company of The Mutual Group, invites you to attend our Info Session:

Details:
Monday January 27/97
5:30 am 7:30 pm
Paui Martin Centre
-

Register Now:

y

|

uture

Contact: Donna Peterson
catmgdlp@ibmmail.com
(519) 888-2077
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The Mutual Group

